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Spasmodic dysphonia (SD) is a task-specific focal dystonia of
unknown pathophysiology, characterized by involuntary spasms in
the laryngeal muscles during speaking. Our aim was to identify
symptom-specific functional brain activation abnormalities in
adductor spasmodic dysphonia (ADSD) and abductor spasmodic
dysphonia (ABSD). Both SD groups showed increased activation
extent in the primary sensorimotor cortex, insula, and superior
temporal gyrus during symptomatic and asymptomatic tasks and
decreased activation extent in the basal ganglia, thalamus, and
cerebellum during asymptomatic tasks. Increased activation in-
tensity in SD patients was found only in the primary somatosensory
cortex during symptomatic voice production, which showed
a tendency for correlation with ADSD symptoms. Both SD groups
had lower correlation of activation intensities between the primary
motor and sensory cortices and additional correlations between the
basal ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum during symptomatic and
asymptomatic tasks. Compared with ADSD patients, ABSD patients
had larger activation extent in the primary sensorimotor cortex and
ventral thalamus during symptomatic task and in the inferior
temporal cortex and cerebellum during symptomatic and asymp-
tomatic voice production. The primary somatosensory cortex shows
consistent abnormalities in activation extent, intensity, correlation
with other brain regions, and symptom severity in SD patients and,
therefore, may be involved in the pathophysiology of SD.
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Introduction

Spasmodic dysphonia (SD) is a primary focal dystonia charac-

terized by involuntary spasms in the laryngeal muscles during

voice production for speech but not during emotional vocal

expressions, such as laughter and cry (Bloch et al. 1985). The

task specificity of SD symptoms suggests that the abnormalities

in SD involve the central pathways required for control of

learned voice production (i.e., laryngeal sensorimotor cortex,

basal ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum), whereas the pathways

controlling innate nonverbal vocalizations (i.e., anterior cingu-

late cortex and periaqueductal gray) (Jurgens 2002) remain

unaffected. The most common form of SD is the adductor type

(adductor spasmodic dysphonia, ADSD) characterized by voice

breaks occurring during vowels (Nash and Ludlow 1996). The

less common form of SD is the abductor type (abductor

spasmodic dysphonia, ABSD), which is characterized by

intermittent breathy voice breaks prolonging voiceless con-

sonants (Edgar et al. 2001).

Although the etiology and pathophysiology of the primary

focal dystonias remain unclear (Defazio et al. 2007), several

neuroimaging studies have identified abnormal patterns of

brain activation in these disorders. In patients with task-specific

focal hand dystonia, functional magnetic resonance (MR)

imaging (fMRI) studies during dystonia-inducing tasks have

commonly found overactivation of the primary sensorimotor

cortex, supplementary motor area (SMA), cerebellum (Pujol

et al. 2000; Preibisch et al. 2001), basal ganglia, and thalamus

(Peller et al. 2006). Similarly, an fMRI study in patients with

blepharospasm and Meige’s syndrome found overactivation of

the primary somatosensory cortex and SMA during affected

orofacial tasks in both forms of dystonia and deficient activation

within the mouth region of the primary motor and premotor

cortex only in patients with Meige’s syndrome (Dresel et al.

2006).

Recently, different functional brain abnormalities have been

reported in patients with SD (Haslinger et al. 2005; Ali et al.

2006). An fMRI study of prolonged vowel production found

decreased activation in the ventral primary sensorimotor and

premotor cortices, SMA, and anterior cingulate and sensory

association cortices in ADSD patients compared with healthy

subjects (Haslinger et al. 2005). On the other hand, a positron

emission tomography (PET) study of narrative speech pro-

duction identified increased activation in the ventral sensori-

motor, auditory and anterior cingulate cortices, insula, and

cerebellum and decreased activation in the SMA, posterior

supramarginal and posterior middle temporal gyri, and the

periaqueductal gray in ADSD patients compared with healthy

subjects (Ali et al. 2006). Brain functional abnormalities during

asymptomatic whisper of a prolonged vowel (Haslinger et al.

2005) and whispered speech production (Ali et al. 2006) were

similar to the abnormalities found during voiced vowel and

speech narration, respectively, in the same ADSD patients.

When examining the effects of botulinum toxin treatment on

brain activity during voice production in ADSD patients, these

studies also had different findings. One study found no effects

of treatment on cortical activation but decreased subcortical

activation within the thalamus and basal ganglia during

prolonged vowel production (Haslinger et al. 2005), whereas

the other study found decreased activation in the motor

cortex, cerebellum, thalamus and basal ganglia and increased

activation in the sensory association areas, operculum,

and midbrain after treatment with botulinum toxin (Ali et al.

2006).

The discrepancies between the findings of these two studies

may be explained by the differences in the experimental tasks

used to elicit SD symptoms. While the fMRI study examined

brain activation during production of a prolonged vowel

(Haslinger et al. 2005), which is a relatively asymptomatic task

for ADSD patients (Sapienza et al. 2000; Erickson 2003), the
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PET study reported brain activation during production of

symptomatic narrative speech. A common disadvantage of both

studies was the use of whisper as an asymptomatic task in these

patients. Although SD symptoms are not apparent during

production of whispered vowels or whispered speech, this may

be because no voicing occurs during whisper, and laryngeal

muscle spasms may occur but go unrecognized. This may

explain why functional activation differences between voiced

and whispered tasks were not observed in either study

(Haslinger et al. 2005; Ali et al. 2006). A better approach to

investigating functional brain abnormalities in SD would be to

examine brain activation during both voiced symptomatic

tasks, such as repetitive syllables or continuous speech

production, and voiced asymptomatic tasks, such as whimper

(a soft cry), when the absence of voice breaks can be assured.

Recently, structural brain abnormalities have also been

reported in SD patients (Simonyan et al. 2008). Using diffusion

tensor imaging (DTI), decreased axonal density and coherence

have been identified in the right genu of the internal capsule in

SD patients. A postmortem examination of brain tissue sampled

from the same region in one ADSD patient has substantiated

these findings revealing focal axonal degeneration and de-

myelination in the same region. Further, water diffusivity has

been increased along the corticobulbar/corticospinal tract, in

the lentiform nucleus, ventral thalamus and cerebellum bi-

laterally in SD patients compared with controls, while clusters

of mineral accumulations in the ventral thalamus

and cerebellum have been found in the postmortem case

(Simonyan et al. 2008). These structural brain abnormalities in

SD may alter functional interactions between cortical and

subcortical regions that are essential for voluntary voice

control for speech production, possibly explaining the task

specificity of SD symptoms.

A common drawback of neuroimaging studies in SD is that

either only ADSDpatients (Haslinger et al. 2005; Ali et al. 2006) or

combined ADSD and ABSD patient groups (Simonyan et al. 2008)

were included. No data are available, to date, on brain activation

abnormalities in ABSD patients as a separate group, although

ABSD affects a different set of laryngeal musculature and has

different clinical characteristics and treatment outcomes.

The aims of the present study were to 1) determine brain

activation differences during voiced symptomatic and voiced

asymptomatic tasks in two separate groups of patients, one

with ADSD and the other with ABSD, compared with healthy

controls and 2) identify differences in brain activation between

ADSD and ABSD patients.

To control for additional vocal quality abnormalities present in

SD patients during symptomatic voice production, we trained

healthy volunteers (HV) to produce syllables with ‘‘pressed

voice’’ but not with SD-specific voice breaks. This experimental

design was used as an attempt to separate brain activation

abnormalities associated with the SD-specific symptoms, that is,

voice breaks, from possible compensatory voice quality abnor-

malities. To investigate brain abnormalities in the absence of SD

symptoms, we examined functional activation during voiced

asymptomatic tasks, such as whimpering, coughing, and volun-

tary breathing, in SD patients compared with healthy subjects.

Based on our previous findings of structural brain abnormal-

ities in SD (Simonyan et al. 2008), we hypothesized that brain

activation differences between SD patients and controls would

be present in some regions of the basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical

and cerebello-thalamo-cortical circuits regardless of the type of

task production, while activation in some other regions of

these circuits involved in speech control would be abnormal

only during symptomatic voice production in SD patients. We

also hypothesized that abnormalities of brain activation will be

reflected in the functional relationships between the sensori-

motor brain regions involved in the control of voice production

in SD patients. We further expected that different patterns of

brain activation abnormalities may be present in ADSD and

ABSD patients because of their symptom differences.

Material and Methods

Study Participants
Eleven patients with ADSD (age 50.6 ± 10.9 years, mean ± standard

deviation; 8 females/3 males), 11 patients with ABSD (age 56.5 ± 8.7

years, mean ± standard deviation; 5 females/6 males), and 11 HV (age

55.7 ± 9.2 years, mean ± standard deviation; 4 females/7 males)

participated in the study (Table 1). All subjects were right handed on

the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield 1971) and monolingual

native English speakers. Physical examination was normal in all

participants; none had a history of neurological disorders (other than

SD in the patient groups) and psychiatric or otolaryngological

problems. No other forms of primary or secondary dystonia were

present in the patients based on patients’ medical histories. None of the

HV had voice or speech disorders when examined by an otolaryngol-

ogist and a speech--language pathologist.

The mean duration of SD was 15.1 years, ranging from 4 to 45 years.

Sixteen patients had regularly received botulinum toxin injections into

their laryngeal muscles for SD symptom control. Those patients had

elected not to receive botulinum toxin injections for symptom control

for at least 4 months prior to participation in the study as only

symptomatic patients were included at the time of testing. The median

interval between the last botulinum toxin treatment and scanning

session was 24.7 months, ranging from 4 months to 20 years. One ADSD

and 2 ABSD patients had not previously been treated with botulinum

toxin. All subjects underwent video fiber-optic nasolaryngoscopy to

confirm the diagnosis of SD as well as normal laryngeal function in

healthy subjects. During fiber-optic nasolaryngoscopy, subjects were

asked to produce different laryngeal tasks, including some of those they

performed in the scanner. Diagnostic criteria for SD included in-

termittent hyperadduction of the vocal folds during voice breaks on

vowels for ADSD and prolonged vocal fold opening during breathy

breaks on voiceless consonants for ABSD (Ludlow et al. 2008). Patients

were asymptomatic during breathing, sniffing, and singing. All HV had

normal laryngeal anatomy and function for voice production.

All participants provided written informed consent before taking part

in the study, which was approved by the Institutional Review Board of

the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, National

Institutes of Health.

Experimental Tasks
The experimental tasks included: 1) symptomatic voice production (2

repetitions of a syllable /i i/, which was symptomatic in ADSD patients,

and 2 repetitions of a syllable /ihi/, which was symptomatic in ABSD

patients), 2) asymptomatic voice production (whimpering), 3) asymp-

tomatic laryngeal tasks (voluntary breathing and coughing), and 4)

silent fixation as a resting baseline condition. Prior to the scanning, all

patients and healthy subjects were trained on task production outside

of the magnet for 15 min. Subjects were instructed to listen to the

recorded examples of the task (sound of a person producing syllables,

whimpering, coughing, or breathing) and to reproduce it (Fig. 1).

Stimuli productions were recorded from a female native English

speaker for this study.

For symptomatic voice production, subjects were instructed to

produce 2 pairs of syllables. To account for increased brain activation

due to voice quality abnormalities during symptomatic voice pro-

duction in SD patients, all healthy subjects were trained to perform

syllable production while using ‘‘pressed’’ voice to imitate the voice
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strain and effort (but not voice breaks) of symptomatic SD patients (see

Supplementary Material for audio samples). Pressed voice was pro-

duced by applying additional abdominal pressure while hyperadducting

the vocal folds. After the 15-min training session, this task became

automatic in healthy subjects. Comparative whole-brain analysis of

functional activation during normal and pressed voice production in

healthy subjects can be found in Supplementary Materials (Supplemen-

tary Fig. 1). Training of healthy subjects immediately before scanning

ensured the correct performance of pressed voice task during the

experiment. The limitation of this design is that the HV had

experienced the effects of pressed voice production for only few

hours during training and scanning in contrast to its long-term effects

in the patient population (e.g., several years). For whimper production,

subjects were instructed to produce 2 repetitions of soft cries with

their mouth closed. For coughing, subjects produced 2 pairs of coughs

through the mouth, each containing a brief inhalation followed by

forced exhalation, similar to a spontaneous cough. For voluntary

breathing, participants were instructed to produce a prolonged

inhalation followed by a prolonged exhalation through the mouth. A

resting condition of silent fixation at the cross on the screen without

any auditory stimuli served as a control.

Experimental Design
To minimize scanning artifacts due to orofacial movements (Birn et al.

1999) and to neutralize the scanner noise interference with acoustic

stimulus presentation, an event-related sparse sampling design was

used. To additionally restrain head movements during task production,

the subjects’ head was comfortably immobilized using a vacuum pillow.

As shown on Figure 1, during scanning session, the subjects were

instructed to fixate their attention on the black cross while listening to

the auditory example of the task delivered through the MR-compatible

headphones (Silent Scan Audio Systems; Avotec Inc.) within a period of

3.6 s (see Supplementary Material for audio samples). A visual cue

(arrow) then instructed the subjects to reproduce the same task within

a 5-s interval, which was followed by a 2-s period of image acquisition

while subjects silently fixated their attention on the black cross.

Because auditory stimulus delivery and motor task production by

subjects occurred only during the silent period (8.6 s) of the sparse

sampling design, it did not interfere with image acquisition and,

therefore, minimized task-induced signal artifacts. Six scanning sessions

were acquired, containing a total of 36 trials of each experimental task

and 24 resting baseline conditions. All tasks were pseudorandomized

between sessions and subjects.

Whole-brain functional images were acquired with a gradient-

weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence (echo time

[TE] = 30 ms; time repetition = 2 s per volume, 10.6 s between

volumes; flip angle = 90�; field of view (FOV) = 240 3 240 mm; matrix

64 3 64 mm; in-plane resolution 3.75 mm; 35 sagittal slices; slice

thickness 4 mm without gap) using blood oxygenation level--dependent

(BOLD) contrast on a 3-T GE Signa scanner equipped with a quadrature

birdcage radio frequency head coil (GE Signa). High-order shimming

prior to the EPI acquisition optimized the homogeneity of the magnetic

field across the brain and minimized EPI distortions. A high-resolution

T1-weighted anatomical image was collected using 3D magnetization

prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo sequence (3D magnetization

prepared rapid gradient echo: inversion time [TI] = 450 ms; TE = 3.0 ms;

flip angle = 10�; bandwidth = 31.25 mm; FOV = 240 3 240 mm; matrix

256 3 256 mm; 128 axial slices; slice thickness 1.3 mm).

Data Analysis
Functional imaging data were analyzed using the AFNI software

package (Cox 1996). For each subject, the first 2 volumes in each

Table 1
Demographic and clinical data

Characteristic ADSD patients ABSD patients Control

No. of subjects 11 11 11
Gender (female/male) 8/3 5/6 4/7
Mean age ± SD (years) 50.6 ± 10.9 56.5 ± 8.7 55.7 ± 9.2
Handedness (right/left) 11/0 11/0 11/0
Duration of disorder (mean ± SD, years) 15.1 ± 7.7 15.1 ± 12.1 n/a
Botulinum toxin injection (number of patients) 10 9 n/a
Last injection received (range) 4 months to 3 years 9 months to 20 years n/a
Number of voice breaks (mean ± SD) 26.9 ± 14.3 58.8 ± 23.9 n/a
Harshness (in ADSD) and breathiness (in ABSD) during speaking (in mm,
mean ± SD)

38.3 ± 29.4 20.8 ± 22.5 n/a

Effort during speaking (in mm, mean ± SD) 6.2 ± 2.4 6.7 ± 2.4 n/a

Note: n/a, not available; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental design. The subject fixated on the black cross and listened to the acoustically presented sample task for a 3.6-s period.
Samples were pseudorandomized and presented as pairs of voluntary coughing, syllable and whimper production, and a single voluntary breathing. No stimulus was presented for
resting control condition, during which the subject maintained normally paced breathing. A green arrow cued the subject to initiate the task production within a 5-s period, which
was followed by a 2-s period of image acquisition.
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series, collected before equilibrium magnetization was reached, were

discarded. The EPI volumes were registered to the volume collected

closest in time to the high-resolution anatomical scan using heptic

polynomial interpolation and spatially smoothed with a 4-mm Gaussian

filter. Voxelwise normalization to percent signal change was performed

and further applied individually to each voxel in the whole brain. The

task-related responses were analyzed using multiple linear regression

with a single regressor for each task convolved with a canonical

hemodynamic response function. Baseline drifts were modeled using

quadratic polynomials in time for each separate imaging run, and

motion parameter estimates were used as additional regressors of no

interest in the multiple regression analysis. The correction for multiple

comparisons was performed using Monte Carlo simulations (Forman

et al. 1995) that resulted in the identification of a minimum cluster size

of 450 mm3 at a voxelwise threshold of 0.005 at overall significance

level of a corrected P < 0.05.

Group Comparisons
For group analysis, the 3D anatomical datasets of each subject were

spatially normalized and converted to the standard anatomical space of

Talairach and Tournoux (1988). The resulting normalization parame-

ters were applied to the 4D time series datasets, which were

transformed into standard stereotaxic space. To estimate the main

effect of each task per group, the group analysis was carried out using

a 3-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with subject as a random factor

and the task and group as fixed factors (P < 0.05, corrected). Group

statistical parametric maps, which were already corrected at a voxel-

wise threshold of 0.005, were additionally thresholded using minimal

cluster volume of 450 mm3 at corrected P of 0.0125 (P = 0.05/4 task in

each subject group). These statistical parametric maps represented

statistically significant and corrected maps of brain activation extent in

each group during each task production (see Supplementary Fig. 2 and

Supplementary Tables 1--4). Statistical differences in brain activation

extent (minimal cluster volume of 450 mm3 at a corrected P < 0.05)

during each task between ADSD and ABSD patients separately and

healthy subjects and between ADSD and ABSD patients were assessed

using the subtraction method within the 3-way ANOVA design. These

results are reported as the maps of statistically significant differences in

brain activation extent between the groups (see Fig. 2).

A Priori Region of Interest Analyses
To quantify the differences in activation intensity (i.e., the magnitude of

activation) in the sensorimotor brain regions involved in the control

of voice production in SD patients and healthy subjects, a priori region

of interest (ROI) analyses were performed using mean percent BOLD

signal changes in the primary motor cortex (areas 4a and 4p) (Geyer

et al. 1996), primary somatosensory cortex (areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2)

(Geyer et al. 1999, 2000; Grefkes et al. 2001), ventral thalamus,

putamen, globus pallidus, and cerebellum (IV--V and VI) (Eickhoff et al.

2005). The choice of ROIs was based on our previous studies in

SD reporting structural abnormalities within the corticobulbar tract,

basal ganglia-thalamo-cortical, and cerebello-thalamo-cortical circuits

(Simonyan and Ludlow 2008; Simonyan et al. 2008). Anatomical

parcellations of the ROIs were based on the maximum probability

and macrolabel maps (Eickhoff et al. 2005). For each subject,

significantly activated voxels within each ROI were identified using

minimal cluster volume of 450 mm3 at a corrected P of 0.0125. Values

of mean percent BOLD signal change during each task were extracted

per ROI in all subjects within patient and control groups.

An initial ANOVA contrasted the three groups (HV, ADSD, and ABSD

patients) to examine group (independent) effect and group inter-

actions with ROI (repeated), task (repeated) and hemispheric (re-

peated) differences in mean percent signal change (P < 0.05). If the

group effect or its interactions were statistically significant, post hoc

tests were performed to determine which brain regions differed during

symptomatic versus asymptomatic tasks between the control and

patient groups and between the ADSD and ABSD patients at P < 0.025.

In addition, to identify the pattern of functional correlations within

the sensorimotor brain regions involved in the control of voluntary

voice production in SD patients and healthy subjects, Pearson’s

correlation coefficients were computed to examine the relationships

between the mean percent signal changes in 6 ROIs (primary motor

cortex [including both areas 4a and 4p], primary somatosensory cortex

[including areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2], ventral thalamus, putamen, globus

pallidus, and cerebellum) during symptomatic syllable and asymptom-

atic whimper production within each group. The alpha level was set at

0.003 (0.05/15) to correct for computing 15 correlations within

a condition and only identified correlations that could account for more

than 50% of the variance, that is, where the r value was greater than

0.70.

Speech Symptom Recording and Measurement
Before scanning, speech of 17 patients (8 ADSD and 9 ABSD patients)

was recorded digitally while they repeated 2 sets of sentences: 20

sentences containing a high number of glottal stops before the vowels

to elicit symptoms of ADSD and 20 sentences containing a high number

of voiceless consonants (f/s/h/p/t/k) to elicit symptoms of ABSD

(Ludlow et al. 2008). In the remaining 5 patients, recordings were not

obtained because of the recording hardware malfunction. All recorded

samples were randomly ordered and anonymized before symptom

measurements were made by a speech--language pathologist. Because

the most important criterion for SD diagnosis is the presence of voice

breaks during speech production (Ludlow et al. 2008), the severity of

symptoms was measured by quantifying the number of voice breaks in

sentences during vowels in ADSD patients and during voiceless

consonants in ABSD patients (Barkmeier et al. 2001; Edgar et al. 2001;

Ludlow et al. 2008). In addition, patients’ voice quality abnormalities

(i.e., harshness in 8 ADSD patients and breathiness in 9 ABSD patients)

during speech production were rated using Consensus Auditory-

Perceptual Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V) (Karnell et al. 2007); patients’

self-ratings of vocal effort during speaking were obtained using visual

analog scale in 11 ADSD patients and 7 ABSD patients. Pearson’s

correlation coefficients were computed to determine the relationships

of voice breaks, quality abnormalities, effort, and duration of disorder

with mean percent signal change in the ROIs within each SD group (P

< 0.01). One of the limitations of this study is that the poor quality of

the audio recording system in the scanner prohibited us from counting

voice breaks and measuring the vocal quality abnormalities during

performance of symptomatic syllables. Therefore, we were not able to

conduct direct correlations between brain activation and symptom

severity in SD patients.

Results

In this study, we report two different measures of brain

functional activation in SD patients and HV. Based on the

whole-brain analyses, we report the statistically significant

extent of activation (minimal cluster volume of 450 mm3 at

a corrected P < 0.05) between patient and control groups.

Based on the ROI analyses, we report statistical differences in

the intensity of activation derived from the measures of mean

percent signal change in each ROI in each group. The results

derived from both measures complement each other in

providing information about the brain activation differences

during performance of symptomatic and asymptomatic tasks in

SD patients compared with controls and between ADSD and

ABSD patients.

Brain Activation Differences in ADSD and ABSD Patients
Compared with Healthy Subjects

Whole-brain analyses

In both patient and healthy subject groups, symptomatic

(syllable production) and asymptomatic (whimpering, coughing,

and voluntary breathing) tasks elicited bilateral activation in the

brain regions typically active during production of laryngeal

tasks (Supplementary Materials, Supplementary Fig. 2). A large
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cluster of activation was located along the Sylvian fissure,

including the precentral (areas 4a, 4p, and 6) and postcentral

(areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2) gyri, extending ventrally to the insula and

parietal operculum (OP 1--4), caudally to the superior and

middle temporal gyri, and medially to the SMA and cingulate

cortex. Subcortical activation was found in the thalamus,

putamen, globus pallidus, and midbrain. Cerebellar activation

was spread over both hemispheres, involving predominantly

IV--V and VI lobules (coordinates of the peaks of activation

are provided in Supplementary Materials, Supplementary

Tables 1--4).

Although the localization of brain activation during laryngeal

task production was similar in patients and control groups,

statistically significant differences in the extent of brain

activation were found during both symptomatic and asymp-

tomatic tasks in both ADSD and ABSD groups compared with

healthy subjects (Fig. 2). During symptomatic syllable pro-

duction, both SD groups compared with controls had increased

extent of brain activation in the primary motor and somato-

sensory cortices, insula, superior and medial temporal gyri, and

cerebellum (IV--V and VI) and decreased extent of activation in

the midbrain (Figs 2-IA,IB and 3A). In addition, ADSD patients

compared with controls showed larger extent of activation

in the operculum, putamen, globus pallidus, and thalamus

(Figs 2-IA and 3A), whereas ABSD patients had increased extent

of activation in the brainstem and decreased extent of activation

in the posterior parietal operculum (Figs 2-IB and 3A).

During asymptomatic whimper production, brain activation

extent was again significantly increased in the bilateral ventro-

lateral sensorimotor cortex, parietal operculum, and anterior

insula but significantly decreased in the posterior insula, ventral

thalamus, basal ganglia, and cerebellum (IV--V and VI) in both

Figure 2. (A,B) Significant differences in brain activation extent during production of symptomatic voice and asymptomatic laryngeal tasks in ADSD (IA, IIA, IIIA, and IVA) and
ABSD (IB, IIB, IIIB, and IVB) patient groups compared with HV are presented on the inflated cortical surfaces; differences in the activation in the subcortical regions and
cerebellum are shown in the series of axial or sagittal brain images of a single subject in the Talairach--Tournoux standard space (cluster size threshold$ 450 mm3 at a voxelwise
threshold of P 5 0.005). The color bar represents t-values (10 degrees of freedom) and reflects the significance of greater activation extent in SD patients compared with HV
(SD[ HV; dark blue to light blue) and the significance of greater activation extent in HV compared with SD patients (HV[ SD; red to yellow). The coordinates are given in the
RAI (right-anterior-inferior) conversion.
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ADSD and ABSD patients compared with healthy subjects

(Figs 2-IIA,IIB and 3B). Further, activation extent was increased

in the middle cingulate cortex and middle temporal gyrus and

decreased in the SMA in ADSD patients compared with controls

(Figs 2-IIA and 3B).

During coughing, significantly increased extent of brain

activation was found in the bilateral ventral sensorimotor

cortex, parietal operculum, anterior insula, and superior

temporal gyrus, whereas decreased extent of activation was

observed in the cerebellum (IV--V and VI) in both ADSD and

ABSD patients compared with healthy subjects (Figs 2-IIIA,IIIB

and 3C). ADSD patients had also increased activation extent in

the middle cingulate cortex, middle temporal gyrus, and

midbrain (Figs 2-IIIA and 3C). In ABSD patients compared

with controls, decreased extent of brain activation was found

in the posterior insula, ventral thalamus, putamen, and globus

pallidus (Figs 2-IIIB and 3C).

During voluntary breathing, a significant increase of brain

activation extent was found in the left primary sensorimotor

cortex in ADSD patients and in the bilateral primary sensori-

motor cortex in ABSD patients, while significant decreases in

activation extent were observed in the insula, midbrain, and

cerebellum (IV--V and VI) in both ADSD and ABSD patients and

in the supramarginal gyrus in ADSD patients compared with

healthy subjects (Figs 2-IVA,IVB and 3D).

In summary, compared with healthy subjects, brain activa-

tion extent in ADSD and ABSD patients was commonly

increased in the primary motor and somatosensory cortices

during production of both symptomatic and asymptomatic

tasks and decreased in the basal ganglia, thalamus, and

cerebellum during asymptomatic tasks.

ROI analyses

The initial overall ANOVA of mean percent signal change in the

a priori ROIs during symptomatic and asymptomatic tasks

between the three groups of subjects (HV, ADSD, and ABSD

patients) found a significant interaction between the group,

task, and ROI (F = 2.65, P = 0.03). Because no significant

interaction of group with hemispheric side (F = 1.34, P = 0.15)

was found, the post hoc tests examined regional differences

between tasks without separating for right or left hemispheric

effects. Because our whole-brain analyses determined that the

primary motor and somatosensory cortices showed overall

increased extent of activation during both symptomatic and

asymptomatic tasks in SD patients, whereas the ventral

thalamus, basal ganglia, and cerebellum showed increased

activation extent during symptomatic voice production and

decreased activation extent during asymptomatic tasks, we

conducted 2 separate sets of post hoc analyses comparing

symptomatic and asymptomatic tasks in the cortical ROIs

(areas 4a, 4p, 3a, 3b, 1, and 2) and in the subcortical ROIs

(ventral thalamus, putamen, globus pallidus, and cerebellum)

between the 3 groups of subjects (P< 0.025). Post hoc ANOVA

on cortical ROIs found significant interaction of group with

tasks (F = 4.87, P = 0.015), while post hoc t-tests showed

significantly increased mean percent signal change in the

primary somatosensory cortex (area 3a) during symptomatic

voice production in SD patients compared with controls

(ADSD: P = 0.01; ABSD: P = 0.001) (Fig. 4A). Post hoc ANOVA

comparing symptomatic and asymptomatic tasks on subcortical

ROIs did not find any significant group effects (F = 0.93, P =
0.41); therefore, no further analysis was conducted on the

subset of subcortical structures.

Functional correlations between sensorimotor brain regions

during symptomatic and asymptomatic voice production

In healthy subjects, during syllable production, activation

intensity in the primary motor cortex was significantly

correlated with activation intensity in the primary somatosen-

sory cortex (r = 0.88, P = 0.0005); the primary somatosensory

cortex tended to correlate with the putamen (r = 0.77, P =
0.006), while the putamen showed correlation with the ventral

thalamus (r = 0.80, P = 0.003) and a tendency for a correlation

with the globus pallidus (r = 0.79, P = 0.004) (Fig. 5AI).

In both ADSD and ABSD patients during ‘‘symptomatic

syllable production,’’ correlations of activation intensity were

Figure 3. Block diagrams depicting abnormalities in brain activation extent that are common and distinct in ADSD and ABSD patients compared with healthy subjects during
production of symptomatic syllable (A) and asymptomatic whimper (B), coughing (C), and breathing (D). M1/S1, ventral primary sensorimotor cortex; STG/MTG, superior and
middle temporal gyrus; MCC, middle cingulate cortex; SMG, supramarginal gyrus.
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not significant between the primary motor cortex and primary

somatosensory cortex (r < 0.17, P > 0.05) and between the

putamen and ventral thalamus (r < 0.68, P > 0.02). Further,

correlation between the putamen and globus pallidus was not

significant in the ADSD group (r = 0.39, P = 0.23) but was

significant in the ABSD group (r = 0.89, P = 0.0005). However,

an additional significant positive correlation occurred between

the ventral thalamus and globus pallidus (ADSD: r = 0.79, P =
0.004; ABSD: r = 0.80, P = 0.003) in both patient groups that

was absent in healthy subjects during syllable production

(Fig. 5AII,AIII).

During whimper production in healthy subjects, significant

positive correlation of activation intensity was found between

the primary motor cortex and primary sensory cortex (r = 0.75,

P = 0.008), while the putamen tended to correlate with

cerebellum (r = 0.76, P = 0.007) (Fig. 5BI).

During asymptomatic whimper production in both ADSD

and ABSD patients, the correlations of activation intensity were

not significant between the primary motor and primary

somatosensory cortices (r < 0.60, P > 0.05) or between the

putamen and cerebellum (r < 0.46, P > 0.15) but were

significant between the putamen and globus pallidus (ADSD: r =

0.87, P = 0.0005; ABSD: r = 0.78, P = 0.005). In contrast to

healthy subjects, a tendency to correlation was found between

the globus pallidus and ventral thalamus (r = 0.73, P = 0.01) in

ADSD patients, and additional significant relationship of the

primary sensory cortex was observed with the putamen (r =
0.81, P = 0.003) and globus pallidus (r = 0.78, P = 0.004) in ABSD

patients (Fig. 5BII,BIII).

Brain Activation Differences between ADSD and ABSD
Groups

Whole-brain analysis

During symptomatic syllable production, ABSD patients

showed larger extent of activation compared with ADSD

patients in the left ventral sensorimotor cortex, inferior

temporal cortex, ventral thalamus, and the right cerebellar

vermis (Fig. 6A). During asymptomatic whimper, ABSD patients

had increased extent of activation in the left inferior temporal

cortex and bilateral cerebellum compared with ADSD patients

(Fig. 6B). No significant differences in the extent of brain

activation were found during production of asymptomatic

coughing and breathing between ADSD and ABSD patients.

Figure 4. (A) Bar graphs depicting significant differences in brain activation intensity in the primary somatosensory cortex (area 3a) during symptomatic syllable production
between controls and patients with ADSD and ABSD. No significant differences in the intensity of activation between groups were observed during production of asymptomatic
tasks. Error bars show standard error. (B) A trend toward a positive correlation between the mean percent signal change in the left primary somatosensory cortex (area 3b) and
symptom severity (i.e., number of voice breaks) in ADSD patients. (C) Trends toward a positive correlation between voice harshness during symptomatic speech production and
the mean percent signal change in the left primary somatosensory cortex (area 3b) and left primary motor cortex (area 4a) in ADSD patients. (D) Significant positive relationship
between the mean percent signal change in the right cerebellum (IV--V and VI) and voice breathiness during symptomatic speech production in ABSD patients. R, right; L, left; Cbl,
cerebellum.
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ROI analysis

When comparing the intensity of activation in the sensorimotor

ROIs between ADSD and ABSD groups, no significant group

differences (F = 2.46, P = 0.13) were found; therefore, no

further analysis was conducted on the subset of cortical and

subcortical structures.

Symptom Correlations with Brain Activation

During symptomatic speech production in ADSD patients,

mean percent signal change in the left primary somatosensory

cortex (area 3b) showed trends toward a positive correlation

with number of voice breaks (r = 0.75, P = 0.03) (Fig. 4B). Voice

harshness in ADSD patients also tended to correlate with

increased activation intensity in the left primary somatosensory

cortex (area 3b; r = 0.75, P = 0.03) and left primary motor

cortex (area 4a; r = 0.76, P = 0.03) during symptomatic speech

production (Fig. 4C). In ABSD patients, voice breathiness was

positively correlated with mean percent signal change in the

right cerebellum (IV--V, r = 0.86, P = 0.003; VI, r = 0.87, P =
0.002) during symptomatic tasks (Fig. 4D). The duration of

disorder and vocal effort during symptom production did not

relate to mean percent signal change in the ROIs in either

patient group.

Discussion

In this study, we found significantly greater extent of brain

activation in the primary motor and somatosensory cortices

during production of all symptomatic and asymptomatic tasks

in both ADSD and ABSD groups compared with healthy

subjects. However, the intensity of activation was significantly

increased only in the primary somatosensory cortex during

symptomatic syllable but not asymptomatic task production in

SD patients compared with controls. Furthermore, the extent

Figure 5. Functional correlations within the sensorimotor cortical and subcortical regions involved in the control of voluntary voice production during symptomatic syllable and
asymptomatic whimper production in healthy subjects (AI and BI), ADSD (AII and BII) and ABSD (AIII and BIII) patients. Red, significant correlations; blue, correlations not found in
healthy subjects but significant in the patient groups. Solid lines show the statistically significant correlations present in all groups; dotted lines show statistically significant
correlations present only in patients. M1, primary motor cortex; S1, primary somatosensory cortex; Put, putamen; VTh, ventral thalamus; Gp, globus pallidus; Cbl, cerebellum.

Figure 6. Significant differences in brain activation extent during production of symptomatic syllable (A) and asymptomatic whimper (B) in ABSD patients compared with ADSD
patients are shown in the series of axial or sagittal brain images of a single subject in the Talairach--Tournoux standard space (cluster size threshold $ 450 mm3 at a voxelwise
threshold of P 5 0.005). The color bar indicates the t-values (10 degrees of freedom). The coordinates are given in the RAI (right-anterior-inferior) conversion.
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of activation in the basal ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum was

increased during the symptomatic task and decreased during

asymptomatic tasks.

When comparing 2 groups of patients, increased activation

extent was found in the primary sensorimotor cortex, inferior

temporal cortex, ventral thalamus, and cerebellum during

symptomatic syllable production and in the inferior temporal

cortex and cerebellum during asymptomatic whimpering in

the ABSD patients compared with the ADSD patients. No

differences in brain activation intensity were found between

ADSD and ABSD patients.

ADSD patients showed trends toward a positive correlation

of their symptom severity (i.e., number of voice breaks) and

voice quality abnormalities (i.e., voice harshness during

symptomatic speech) with increased activation intensity in

the left primary sensorimotor cortex, whereas ABSD patients

showed a positive correlation between voice quality abnormal-

ities (i.e., voice breathiness during symptomatic speech) and

increased activation intensity in the right cerebellum.

Primary Somatosensory Cortex

Previous studies in other forms of primary focal dystonia have

reported abnormalities at the various levels of the sensory

system, suggesting their important role in the development of

motor control dysfunction in this disorder (Tempel and

Perlmutter 1990; Hallett 1995; Kaji et al. 1995). Neuroimaging

studies have found overactivity of the primary and secondary

somatosensory cortices during dystonia-inducing tasks in

patients with focal hand dystonia (Ceballos-Baumann et al.

1997; Lerner et al. 2004). On the other hand, increased sensory

input resulted in deficient activation in the primary sensori-

motor (Tempel and Perlmutter 1990) and secondary sensory

cortices (Butterworth et al. 2003) in these patients. Further,

a recent fMRI study found reduced activation in the parietal

cortex during both execution and imagining of unaffected

hand movements in patients with cervical dystonia (de Vries

et al. 2008), suggesting an impaired processing of sensory

information and abnormal coupling between sensory input and

motor output. Although these studies have examined brain

activation during either only symptom-inducing tasks or motor

tasks involving other unaffected body parts, they have clearly

indicated that the abnormal activation of the sensory cortex is

a common feature of dystonia. This is in agreement with our

present findings of commonly increased activation in the

sensorimotor cortex during both symptomatic and asymptom-

atic task production, suggesting that abnormally increased

extent and intensity of activation in this region may represent

a disorder-specific phenomenon. Our results are also in

agreement with those of Ali et al. (2006), who found increased

activation in the sensorimotor cortex during narrative speech

production in ADSD patients, but differ from those of Haslinger

et al. (2005), who reported decreased activation in this region

during prolonged vowel production in ADSD patients. These

differences in findings most likely are due to few symptoms

occurring during production of a prolonged vowel, which is

usually asymptomatic in SD (Sapienza et al. 2000; Erickson

2003). In contrast, in this study we used syllables known to

elicit symptoms, and the study by Ali et al. used narrative

speech also known to elicit symptoms in SD patients. However,

it is not entirely clear whether the abnormalities of the

somatosensory cortex play a role in the development of

symptoms in SD or are a result of the patients’ disorder and

their attempts to compensate for it.

Despite increased activation extent in the sensorimotor

cortex in SD patients, we found a lack of correlation in brain

activation intensity between the primary motor and somato-

sensory cortices, which points to an impaired link between

these two regions. As the sensory system plays an important

role in driving the motor system (Defazio et al. 2007), abnormal

functional activation and correlations of the primary somato-

sensory cortex with other brains regions in SD patients may

reflect the altered processing of sensory feedback, which, in

turn, may affect motor control and sensorimotor functional

integration during voice production in these patients. This may

have led to further modulations within the cortico-subcortical

sensorimotor network with the establishment of additional

relationships between the basal ganglia and ventral thalamus in

SD patients that were not observed in healthy subjects (Fig. 5).

Activation abnormalities in the basal ganglia and the somato-

sensory cortex might have also been associated with brainstem

dysfunction in SD patients (Simonyan et al. 2010); however,

fMRI is not adequate to study brainstem function, particularly

during breathing and speech.

Basal Ganglia, Thalamus and Cerebellum

Dysfunctions of the basal ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum

have long been postulated as key components contributing to

the pathophysiology of primary focal dystonias. Specifically, it

has been suggested that striatal dysfunction with decreased

pallidal inhibition of the thalamus may contribute to increased

excitability of the primary motor cortex (Ridding, Sheean et al.

1995; Ridding, Taylor et al. 1995; Chen et al. 1997; Filipovic

et al. 1997; Lenz et al. 1998), that increased excitation or

atrophy of the cerebellum may be a source of dystonic

movements (Lee and Marsden 1994; Campbell and Hess 1998;

Fletcher et al. 1988; Pizoli et al. 2002; Jinnah and Hess 2006; Le

Ber et al. 2006; Neychev et al. 2008), and that lesions in the

cerebellar and pallidal relay nuclei of the ventral thalamus can

relieve dystonia (Laitinen 1970; Cooper 1976; Gros et al. 1976;

Andrew et al. 1983; Tasker et al. 1988; Cardoso et al. 1995).

Functional abnormalities in the basal ganglia, thalamus, and

cerebellum are commonly reported neuroimaging findings in

patients with primary focal dystonias, including SD (Galardi

et al. 1996; Ceballos-Baumann et al. 1997; Black et al. 1998;

Odergren et al. 1998; Ibanez et al. 1999; Hutchinson et al. 2000;

Preibisch et al. 2001; Oga et al. 2002; Draganski et al. 2003;

Blood et al. 2004; Lerner et al. 2004; Ali et al. 2006; Peller et al.

2006). Our recent DTI study in SD patients identified structural

abnormalities in the putamen, globus pallidus, ventral thalamus,

and cerebellum (Simonyan et al. 2008). Here, we found that

functional abnormalities of the cerebellum have closely

followed the pattern of altered activation in its main output

region, the ventral thalamus, which, in turn, may have received

an abnormal input from the globus pallidus. The pattern of

similar abnormal activation in these brain regions may explain

the recent finding of a better improvement of symptoms in

another type of task-specific primary focal dystonia, writer’s

cramp, during deep brain stimulation of the cerebellar relay

nucleus of the ventral thalamus compared with the stimulation

of the pallidal relay nucleus of the thalamus (Fukaya et al.

2007). Observation of the similar direction of activation

abnormalities in the basal ganglia, thalamus, and cerebellum
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in SD during symptomatic versus asymptomatic tasks may be

based on functional reciprocity between these regions,

suggesting disorganization of both basal ganglia-thalamo-corti-

cal and cerebello-thalamo-cortical circuits in SD patients.

Differences between ADSD and ABSD Patients

When comparing brain activation in ADSD and ABSD patients,

we hypothesized that different patterns of brain activation may

be present in these patients because of their symptom

differences. Differences were detected only in the extent of

brain activation in ABSD patients compared with ADSD

patients. The increased extent of activation in the primary

sensorimotor cortex and ventral thalamus during symptom

production may reflect the presence of more severe symptom

expression (i.e., greater number of voice breaks) in ABSD

patients (see clinical characteristics, Table 1). On the other

hand, extent of activation in the cerebellum was increased in

ABSD patients compared with ADSD patients during symptom-

atic and asymptomatic voice production but not during other

asymptomatic laryngeal tasks (e.g., coughing and breathing).

Furthermore, increased intensity of activation in the cerebel-

lum was positively correlated with voice quality abnormalities

during symptomatic speech production in ABSD patients. This

may reflect the important role of the cerebellar modulatory

control for learned voice production (Arbib 1981; Wildgruber

et al. 2001; Guenther et al. 2006).

Although ABSD patients showed a larger extent of brain

activation differences compared with ADSD patients, only the

latter group had a tendency toward a positive correlation of

their symptom severity (i.e., number of voice breaks) with

increased activation intensity in the left primary somatosensory

cortex, suggesting that greater intensity of activation in this

region occurred in more severely affected ADSD patients.

Overall, our results indicate that the primary somatosensory

cortex showed consistent abnormalities in activation extent,

intensity, and correlations with other brain regions during both

symptomatic and asymptomatic tasks in SD patients compared

with healthy subjects and, therefore, may be involved in the

pathophysiology of this disorder.
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